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C H A L L E N G E S

Top of the class in easy,  
cost-effective printing for K-12
Whether it’s elementary, primary, junior, grade, middle, or high school, 
simplify printing campus-wide to maximize budgets and focus on 
what matters most: education.

Schools want to print with minimal IT involvement, complete visibility, and 
top-notch security. Moreover, it all needs to be easy for students while 
promoting sustainable, cost-effective habits.

So if a K-12 environment has... 

• GSuite/Chromebooks
• Minimal IT Staff
• Support requests racking up more hours than the day allows
• Sensitive documents that need securing before, during, and after print

PaperCut MF is the solution for you.

“I would absolutely recommend PaperCut. The ease of use, the end-user experience, it’s 
second to none as far as I’m concerned. Over the last fourteen months we’ve saved over 
10,000 in unreleased paper savings alone.”

Lisa Payne - Desktop Network Specialist, Little Rock School District



Solutions for Education

G Suite Integration
PaperCut is a Google for Education premier partner, which 
means when it comes to caring for printing in education, 
PaperCut is the best. PaperCut MF is the first enterprise 
print management solution to fully integrate with G Suite, 
hurdling the most common printing obstacles found in 
Google printing environments – and making its strengths 
even better.   

PaperCut MF lets you sync users directly from G Suite, 
which means SysAdmins only need to manage a single 
user pool, and users themselves can log in easily with their 
Google credentials. Whether mobile, BYOD, or managed 
device, your printers will pop up automatically without 
fail. 

Better yet, you don’t need to worry about which drivers 
to deploy for different operating systems – it’s all taken 
care of. Securely manage all your scanning in one place 
and send documents straight to a Google Drive folder – all 
using a simple tap-and-scan workflow.

Mobility Print 
PaperCut’s Mobility print manages forty million students 
in the U.S. use Chromebooks, 7 million of those Chrome-
books. Mobility print enables printing without the worry of 
occasional dropouts that require system reboots. 

It’s not just print enablement, it’s learning enablement, 
device enablement, and print management made simple. 
It’s not just for Chromebooks either. Mobility Print is com-
patible with Apple iOS, Android, Chrome OS, Windows, and 
macOS. Students and Staff working virtually? No problem! 
Mobility Print’s Cloud Print feature allows users to securely 
print over the Internet and pick up their print jobs from 
their office or school.

“Within 10 minutes, Mobility Print was installed on all our 
Chromebooks...I didn’t deal with a single Chromebook 
printing issue all year.” Dallastown Area School District

Print Deploy 
Installing printers is simple enough if you have one print 
queue on your home computer. But in a managed network 
with loads of users, heaps of printers, and a mix of oper-
ating systems in far-flung locations, things can get tricky! 
As a network administrator, it’s essential to have the best 
tools to get the right print queue to the right person in the 
right location every single time. These printer deployment 
options will make life easy for both SysAdmins and end-us-
ers alike.

Security
Businesses spend billions on IT security and firewall pro-
tection every year, but some of the biggest (and simplest) 
security wins sit right under our nose at the printer. It all 
begins with a fundamental understanding of a print job’s 
journey from submission to collection. For most compa-
nies, the path to a strong security culture is taking incre-
mental steps that make a difference to staff’s daily work-
life. Security-related solutions can help here. Combining 
security-related solutions with cultural change is the 
secret to success. For example, a simple task like having 
to sign into a printer could cause a user concern if they 
don’t understand its benefit. But if they understand the 
environmental benefits such as saving paper, toner, and 
power, you have a much more compelling case for cultural 
change that people will buy into.
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Additional Features
 

Authentication

Peace of mind knowing the right individual picks up print jobs with 
multiple authentication methods for users and document security.

Dashboard Management

Access all the information needed about the print environment on the 
web-based admin dashboard.

Vendor Neutral 

PaperCut supports all setups, sizes, and mixed environments like mac/
windows to facilitate change and flexibility. 

Find-Me

Users can securely print their jobs at any enabled MFP with 
authentication, which also helps eliminate the need for Staff to worry 
about what printer to print to; just use the find me queue.

FERPA Compliance

Keep personal information personal with the secure print release 
feature of PaperCut. 

Rules-Based Printing

Redirect print jobs to more cost-efficient devices. 

Quotas

Choose an allotment of balance to give to students and faculty.  It gives 
the ability to show awareness and accountability.

Support

Installation, implementation, configuration, training, and support all 
delivered by ACDI’s award-winning team of experts.

Print Policies

Curb the printing environment by managing users based on supported 
behaviors, i.e., B/W, Duplex, per application, Etc.

Storyboard
StoryBoard pulls in all your disparate business data and 
displays it in an organized, easy-to-digest, and elegant 
dashboard. With powerful, customized filtering options, 
you’ll see your data like you never have before – the way 
you want it.

Scanning and much more
Convert documents to text searchable and editable digital 
documents. Find what you need, and make any changes 
to scanned information fast. Digitizing your documents 
has never been easier, with PaperCut’s built-in features for 
scanning and on-prem OCR.

Touchless Release
Minimize exposure to device surfaces that could be a hot-
bed for germs. With a card reader and proximity cards or 
key fobs to authenticate at the device, you can configure 
your device to automatically release all print jobs without 
having to select any additional options. Another conve-
nient option is to utilize the Mobile Print Release feature, 
allowing users to release their held print jobs from their 
mobile phones. Combine mobile release with QR codes to 
provide a powerful touch-free solution for printing.

COVID Funding for K-12
20% toward learning loss and returning to in-person 
schooling
• Purchasing hardware and software needed to conduct 
 remote/hybrid learning
• CDC safety requirements for on-site learning   
 State-by-state breakdown for K-12 funding
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